Contact Barbara at the Gen Ed Office <muellera@hawaii.edu>, if you want an item added to the agenda.

**Activity**

Call to Order

Minutes and liaison reports of Oct. 2, 2006 Approval

**ACTION AND INFORMATION ITEMS**

1. WASC draft proposal (Baroni) • Respond to the draft

2. Focus recommendations (Hilgers) • Vote on recommendations Proposal with 3 designations (Baroni)

   Conditional course-based approvals (Hilgers) • Vote on modified Catalog descriptions

3. A&R Diversification recommendations • Vote on recommendations for DY:

   – ASTRO 110L eff. F06-Sum 11 (Maui CC)
   – MET 101L eff. S07-F11 (WCC)

4. Wrap up and adjournment • Next meeting; any assignments, agenda items.